A RESEARCH TRIP to Britain last fall resulted in a flock of additions to the bibliography of Russell's periodical publications. Here they are, with a few other discoveries of recent vintage. The list stops with 1950, as discoveries after this time are less rare. The reference number denotes the year and sequence within the year of the C section, which will appear in the same format as below in
44·
The boldface references in the item notes are to other sections of the Bibliography. The B section describes books with original contributions (not reprints), and the H section describes books quoting from Russell's letters, manuscripts and conversation for the first time.
(Together with section G, blurbs on dust-jackets, we have 550 titles in these sections.) A special feature of this Bibliography is the provision of notes on prepublication documents, complete with file numbers. This latter information is useful to Russell editors as well as to the Russell Archives' staff in our control of hundreds of manuscripts whose titles changed on the way to publication and whose location in the Archives is not always straightforward. 
